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"I think it goes back to visibility," says DaShawn Usher, 
muling over the biggest problem facing black queer 
men in America today. "We're getting to a place where 
people can finally show up and be themselves, but we 
have to hold each other accountable. How do we bring 
other black gay men into the fold and continue to keep 
this community in mind?" To mee these



All Engagement MUST be Community Driven

Culture is Community

Media Impacts Culture

How do we cultivate culture for HIV impact? 



MOBI

MOBI-NYC.COM

is a series of curated social 

connectivity programming for Black gay men 

and queer people of color to see their holistic self 

while promoting community, wellness, and 

personal development.



MOBItalks, a personal and professional 
development series  for Black gay men 

which launched in September 2017.

Locations: Brooklyn, the Bronx, Harlem, 
Queens, Atlanta, Birmingham, Newark, and 

Washington D.C.

In-person Engagement: 1,100+
2020 Virtual Engagement: 118,180+

MOBI Brand

MOBI-NYC.COM

MOBIfest is an interactive arts 
experience that celebrates Black 

Queer voices in fashion, music, 
visual arts and media. With a 

ocus on wellness, MOBI connects 
individuals to opportunities to 

better themselves before and 
during the event. 

In-person Engagement: 6,000+
2020 Virtual Engagement: 3,300+

f



For MOBItalks this year, MOBI partnered with 

For(bes) the Culture to host a weeklong of live 

conversations via MOBI’s and For(bes) The Culture 

Instagram accounts. In 2017, Forbes magazine 

founded For(bes) the Culture. The mission of 

For(bes) The Culture is to create equitable pathways 

for Black and Brown professionals.

Following the weeklong series, Forbes magazine 

featured an article that recapped the MOBItalks 

conversations.

mobi-nyc.com



MOBIfest is an opportunity for the Black gay and 

queer communities and their allies to foster 

connectivity between entertainment, art, and 

community health and wellness. 

The festival fully integrates creative performance 

content with service messaging to influence digital 

engagement of resources and creative education. 

The festival occurred on Thursday, June 3rd, 2021 

and was available for viewing until June 30th.

mobi-nyc.com



mobi-nyc.com







Previous MOBI Coverage

MOBI-NYC.COM







C.: Disparities are undoubtedly present throughout the wellness movement, with the 
mainstream wellness industry catering mostly to a white audience. In the last few years, 
the work Black women have done in changing the face of wellness has gained more 
visibility. Can you talk briefly about the work Black men have also been doing, and why 
this initiative - with a focus on queer brothers of color - especially important?

D.U..: We know that health disparities continue 
to disproportionality impact communities of 
color, particularly the Black communities. Often,
we are not treated as a whole person when 
engaging with providers. The focus tends to lean
towards treating the symptoms are not the 
person. There is no consideration in the 
healthcare field for the systematic and social 
implications and opressions that occur before we 
even step in the door. Our race and gender, as 
Black men, is always seen before our sexual 
identities even comes into play.

"CLOTHING BECOMES 
OUR ARMOR. STYLE 

BECOMES OUR CREATIVE 
EXPRESSION.









ACCELERATE COMPASSION

GLAAD Media Trainings

19 Trainings Completed 
1,863 People Trained

New Celebrities +  Influencers

79 Celebrities/Influencer Voices

Major US Scripted/Reality 
Program Includes HIV Storyline

1 Show Completed  
2 Shows in Development



Artist, choreographer, and creative 
director, Victof Jackson
(@mrglamrocksoul) and entertainer, 
advocate, and star of RuPaul's Drag Race 
All-Star 6 Trinity K. Bone't 
(@trinitybonet) discuss Trinity's bravery 
in being open about his status, what's next 
for his career as an electric entertainer, 
and his show-stopping journey on All-
Stars!

Southern HIV/AIDS Awareness Day 
(SHAAD) is observed annually on August 
20. The @southeraidscoalition launched 
this day to bring awareness to the 
disproportionate impact of HIV

ACCELERATE COMPASSION IN ACTION



IMPACT:  ACCELERATE COMPASSION
HIV Stigma and Faith Summit 2021

● 1,017 Registrations
● 465 People in the Panel Rooms
● 6,130 People Engaged (FB)
● 40,381+ People Reached (FB)
● 219 People Trained

Sessions included Media 
Advocacy for People of Faith
(94), How to Engage with the 
Press (65), Telling Your Story 
Through Social Media (60)



IMPACT:  ACCELERATE COMPASSION

GLAAD Insights Leads to Real World Impacts



ACCELERATE IMPACT | 2020 – 2022

Research + Advocacy =
Media that Combats Stigma



The open letter to DaBaby shared these bullet points:
• People living with HIV today, when on effective treatment, lead long and healthy lives and cannot transmit HIV. Treating HIV can 
suppress the virus to the point it is no longer detected. When it is undetected, it is untransmittable, the key message of the U=U 
campaign.
• Approximately 1.2 million people in the U.S. have HIV. 13% of them don't know it, reinforcing the need for HIV testing and 
ending the stigma around HIV testing.
• People most vulnerable to HIV are the ones who have limited access to transporation, housing, healthcare, and social support. We 
should focus on advocating for resources in our community rather than stigmatizing women and LGBTQ people.
• Black Americans account for more HIV diagnoses (43%), people living with HIV (42%), and the most deaths among people with 
HIV (44%) than any other racial and ethnic group in the U.S.
• The CDC states that the U.S. South experiences the greatest rates of HIV and lags behind in providing quality HIV prevention 
services and care. According to AIDSVu, a program from Emory University's Rollins School of Public Health and the Center for 
AIDS Research at Emory University. 31,864 people are living with HIV in North Carolina, where DaBaby was raised.

During the meeting, leaders from groups such as the Black AIDS Institute, 

Gilead Sciences COMPASS Intitiative Coordinating Centers and the National 

Minority AIDS Council provided DaBaby with facts about HIV, and some also 

shared their personal stories about what it's like to live with HIV.

DaBaby: National Story, Local Headlines



Lil Nas X's performance at the VMA's follows his announcement of the Montero baby registry that 
coincide with the releases of his Montero album on Septembber 17. Each song on the album has listed a 
charity or organization that fans can donate to, including 13 HIV organizations that are part of the Gilead 
COMPASS initiative. The initiative has established a 10-year plan to commit $100 million in support of 
hundreds of organizations working to address the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the Souther United States.

Dafina Ward, Executive Director of the Southern AIDS Coalition, a Gilead COMPASS Initiative 
Coordinating Center, expressed her excitement about partnering with Lil Nas X.

Lil Nas X has been a longtime advocate for HIV/AIDs education. Each song 

on his upcoming Sept. 17 album Montero has listed a charity or group that 

fans can donate to, including 13 HIV organizations that are part of the 

Gilead COMPASS Initiative, which made a more than $100 million 

commitment over 10 years to support hundreds organizations working to 

address the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the Southern United States.

.@LilNasX delivered a powerful performance at the #VMAs and shined a spotlight 
on the stigma that fuels HIV, especially across the South. Mardrequs Harris from 
@SouthernAIDSCo wore the number 433,816 in red, representing the the number of 
people living with HIV in the U.S. South

Lil Nas X + VMAs = Lifting Up HIV Facts 

● 281M+ media
impressions

● 75 unique
stories



HIV Stories Go Missing in TV & Film



Caveats aside, GLAAD found a number of glaring gaps in 

LGBTQ representation in film. According to the report, 

theatrical releases from the major studios contained zero 

transgender or nonbinary characters for the fourth year in 

a row. There were zero LGBTQ characters living with 

HIV.
"Pose" wrapped with the airing of its final episode on June 6. As the letter 
notes, this left scripted television with zero characters living with HIV and 
only 21 transgender regular characters.

GLAAD reponded to Porter's revelation in a statement from DaShawn Usher, the organization's associate 

director for communities of color.

"The tremendous levels of stigma facing people living with HIV today can only be broken by icons like 

Billy Porter showing the world that HIV is not at all a barrier to a health and successful life," Usher said 

before discussing advances in medications, prevention and other treatement that allow HIV-positive 

people to live long, healthy lives without transmitting the virus. He called those leaps in care and 

prevention "largely invisible" in the news and entertainment industries.

"When the groundbreaking show 'Pose' goes off air in a few weeks, there will be zero television characters 

living with HIV," Usher continued. "That is truly unacceptable when 1.2 million Americans and about 38 

million people globally are living with HIV. Billy's powerful interview needs to be a wake-up call for 

media and the general publix that it's time to end the stigma that people living with HIV face and to 

educate each other about HIV prevention and treatment."

Although more people surveyed for the GLAAD report recalled seeing positive media coverage 
about people with HIV in the past 12 months - 56% in the 2021 study compared with 52% in 
2020 - another surveyed by the organization found a "drastic decrease" in the number of 
characters with HIV in US primetime dramas over the same period.

"People living with HIV continue to experience stigma, and stigma thrives in silence. Their 
stories must be told to show how people with HIV lead long and healthy lives, and cannot 
sexually transmit HIV when on proper treatment," Sarah Kate Ellis, CEO of GLAAD says

Call Hollywood to Action



Ryan Murphy, Reese Witherspoon and Greg Berlanti's production companies will shepherd 
finalist in the third-annual GLAAD List scriptwriting competition.
The competition opened just days after GLAAD released its ninth 
annual Studio Responsibility Index, tracking the quantity, quality 
and diversity of LGBTQ characters in theatrical releases from the 
eight largest studio distributors.
While the 2021 index saw queer woman outnumbering men for the 
first time, representation of bisexual, transgender, nonbinary, HIV-
positive and disable characters was lacking, according to the 
report's findings.

Before I change my mind
by Trevor Anderson & 

Fish Griwkowsky

Colors of Ava
By Wayne Mahon

Hit me harder
by Max Rissman

In the city of shy hunters
by Sam Mcconnell

Jesse is a friend
by Alyssa Lerner

Like family
By Brandi Sperry & 

Shauna Sperry

Margo & Perry
By Becca Roth

Sister
By Aziz Squire

The Cabin at the End of 
the World

By Steve Desmond & 
Michael Sherman

Trapeze of the flesh
by Damon Santostefano

Diversify Pipeline Storytelling
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